Patient Benefits
LightPath’s Digital Whiteboard Solution provides the patient with an outstanding inroom experience. Patients will be thrilled with the LCD displays showing them realtime pictures of their caregivers, rehabilitation videos, and information regarding their
procedures. They will also enjoy the ability to write a note to their caregiver and rate

Digital Communication Boards

their overall stay at the hospital. Patients will feel more at home and in control at

LightPath Digital Solutions is pleased to introduce their Digital Whiteboard Solution.

your facilities and will also be impressed with its innovative appearance.

This patented approach offers never before achieved patient comfort and convenience while also improving efficiency, response time, and safety by streamlining com-

Caregiver Efficiency
The easy to design/update templates allow for a central person (unit clerk or other)

munication amongst caregivers.

to set up an entire area without needing to distract your IT resources. It can be set to
pull real-time information from your existing databases further minimizing maintenance time. The time that used to be spent updating static whiteboards can now be
spent attending to the patient making an overall more efficient healthcare facility, and
the improved communication amongst caregivers will ensure that everybody is on
the same page. Our system also has an optional Integrated Call System that allows
the patient to send set messages (e.g. “I’m in distress”) to caregivers via text messaging increasing their response to the needs of the patients.

The Easy To Use Editor Station

simplifying Digital Signage Displays

Screen Size
LCD screen sizes range from 15” to 70”, and all screens can be integrated with
touchscreen capabilities.
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Templates


The heart of LightPath Digital Signage is the template. A template is a display that encompasses the control features that are part of the screen editor.



All control features are drag and drop and include, WE/ME-TV videos, pictures, clock control,
count up & countdown timers, RSS Feeds Control, custom scrolling text, Rich Text Boxes,
and a variety of other features designed specifically for the healthcare industry exclusive to
the Digital Whiteboard Solution.



Information can be pulled from your existing SQL Database for automatic updating (e.g.
nurse assignments, caregiver pictures, etc.).
Template Scheduler allows for up to 2000 templates to be scheduled at different times of the
day.
The Editor Station and template scheduler allows for international, national, and local
templates to be centrally scheduled from a single location.





The On/Off scheduler allows you to have the Display Stations turned off during slow or
closed hours and turned back on when scheduled to do so.

Grid Display Control

RSS Feeds Control


RSS Feeds are an excellent delivery vehicle for news content, press releases, financial updates, and weather alerts. All of your templates will stay up to date with live RSS Feeds.



Scrolling Text Control


Scrolling text that looks similar to an RSS Feed but is intended for internal information to
be edited by your staff and displayed for your patients and caregivers alike.

WE/ME-TV Video Control



A clock display that is easily sized and edited
to match your templates.

Picture Control


Up to 2000 pictures and digital artwork per template can be displayed on a continuous
rotation. Save time and money versus static picture displays, and improve the aesthetics
of the hospital’s rooms with an innovative twist!

Display educational and rehabilitation videos at the patient’s bedside.
This easy to use system allows the patient to view the recommended instructional videos
to increase their knowledge of the procedures to be performed as well as the rehabilitation that will follow.

Note Button Control

Clock with Date Control


Provide patient information such as name, room number, floor, service, and personal
identification number in an organized, easy to read fashion.





Allow the patient and their family to write questions
or concerns to be brought to the caregiver’s attention. These notes will be displayed for the physician and nurse to see upon entering the room.
This function also works great as a way for loved
ones to display messages of endearment for the
patient to see.

Patient Survey Control


Display patient surveys and allow them to rate their overall stay while at your hospital.
This allows the management staff to compile statistical data to further improve the patient experience based on the results given.

